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Report shows that taxpayers subsidise the ‘advancment of religion’

RELIGIOUS CHARITIES: A PUBLIC BENEFIT?
There are nearly 200,000 charities in
the UK, 601 of these are in
Leicestershire. Nearly 20% of these
local charities are religious and more
than half of them exist purely to
promote a particular religious belief.
In 2015, the total cost of tax breaks
and other allowances to the charities
in the UK was estimated to be a
minimum of £6.5bn. (FT &
Moneyweek) It is not known how
much of this benefitted the religious a tangible public benefit under
another charitable purpose heading.
sector.
The report makes recommendations
For Public Benefit?
In a new report, the National for a fairer and clearer charity
Secular Society argues that charities system:
should show that they provide a
public benefit. The benefits of
relieving poverty, promoting good
health, saving lives and protecting
the environment are obvious to all.
But the public benefit of "the
advancement of religion" is now
highly questionable.

Clearer System

4. An emphasis on supporting
communities

1. Equal and neutral treatment of Charity sector policy should
religious and non-religious emphasise supporting charities, both
religious and non-religious, which
charities
"The advancement of religion" deliver tangible outcomes for
should be no longer recognised as a communities

charitable purpose and as a public
benefit in its own right. Religion
should not be a factor in determining
whether
or not an organisation is
The report – For The Public Benefit? –
argues that "the advancement of recognised as a charity or eligible for
religion" should be removed as a registration.
charitable purpose, on the grounds 2. End abuse and harm
that promoting religion is not
inherently a public benefit and can
sometimes even cause harm to
society.

public benefit. What constitutes
public benefit should be clearly
defined and understandable.

There should be far greater scrutiny
of religious charities. Those that
cause more harm than good should
h a ve t h e i r c h a r i t a b l e s t a t u s
withdrawn.

5. Effective use of taxpayer money
The charity sector must ensure it uses
public money to deliver genuine
benefits to individuals and wider
society.
6. Align charity law with public
opinion
Current charity law - and the
continuation of 'the advancement of
religion' as a charitable purpose - is
increasingly out of line with UK
public opinion and should be
reformed to better reflect this.

This measure would not prevent 3. Tangible evidence of public
benefit
See page 3 and pages 12-13 for a list of
religious organisations from
Charities
must
provide
clear
religious
charities in Leicester and
enjoying charitable status, but
evidence
that
they
demonstrate
Leicestershire.
would require them to demonstrate

Inside: Eleanor Marx in Leicester - Sudan - Cricket as Religion - Flat Earth Belief

WHAT’S ON
at the
Secular Hall
Sunday April 28th 6.30pm
Rory Palmer MEP

Rory will speak about the current political situation, including Brexit and
some reflections on his time in the European Parliament throughout this
period. Rory has been Labour MEP since 2017.
Sunday May 5th 6.30pm
Dr Nikos Sotirakopoulos - Towards a new political spectrum: individualism vs
tribalism
Tribal group-thinking is a significant characteristic of today's bitter political
culture. How did this happen, and is there an alternative? Dr Sotirakopoulos
is a lecturer in sociology and criminology at York St John University.
Sunday May 12th 6.30pm
Louie & Alice
Two members, Louie Croxtall and Alice Sluckin died in the last year, aged
104 and 99 respectively. We reflect on their lives and times and present
some fascinating archive and video material. Please bring food/drink to
share.
Sunday May 19th - A Taste of Anerki
Take this opportunity to experience cutting edge work that is coming out of
Leicester's vibrant and diverse music and spoken word scene.
Sunday May 26th - Headstrong meeting
Come along and bring any topic of your choosing for a discussion.
Sunday June 2nd
Gavin Brown & Stefano De Sabbato - Vibrant Leicester: Buzz and the New
Urban Economy
Leicester City Council are investing in creating a 'vibrant city centre'. What
does this mean in reality? These two geographers from the University of
Leicester have recently conducted research on 'urban buzz in the Midlands'
funded by the University's CAMEo research institute.
Sunday June 9th 6.30pm
Robert Colls: George Orwell – English Rebel
George Orwell is probably England's most important political writer. But
what did he believe in? Robert Colls is professor of History at De Montfort
University.
Sunday June 16th 6.30pm
Joint Leicester Secular Society/Cuba Solidarity Campaign event
Dr Enmanuel Vigill, who worked in West Africa during the Ebola outbreak,
talks about the role of the Cuban Medical Brigades.
Sunday June 23rd - To be confirmed
Sunday June 30th - To be confirmed

New greetings cards
from the Secular
Society
Two new designs have been added
to the L.S.S. range of greetings cards.
They are available at £1 each. Other
designs are in the pipeline.

Secular Hall, Leicester, 2016, from a
series of original linocuts by Sarah
Kirby.

Sunflower tiles in the former Lecture
Hall (now Ballroom) of the Secular
Hall.

Sunday July 7th Peterloo Day Event
Bob Forder: The Heroism of Richard and Jane Carlile with particular reference
to Peterloo.
Richard and Jane Carlile are among the very bravest of our freethinking
ancestors. Bob Forder will assess the Carliles' careers with particular reference
to Peterloo.
Sunday June 14th 6.30pm
Eleanor Davidson -Desert Island Discs
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A detail of the large stained glass
window at the Secular Hall. This was
probably designed by R.G. Boreham
of Bloomsbury.

from the
editor
Promoting Secularism

Jill Perry

26th November 1945 – 18th February 2019
Jill Perry was a member of Leicester Secular Society for almost 15 years and
gave several talks to Sunday evening meetings, including one on her
specialism – person-centred dementia care.
She had been a key helper to Harry Perry in launching the Leicester Secularist
in 2008 until he retired as editor in December 2013. Being a professional subeditor Jill ensured that typos and grammatical errors were rarely allowed to
pass. She also ran the Hall's Open Day bookstall for several years.
Jill had been born into a staunch Methodist family in Bridlington and on
coming to Leicester had been a member of the Christchurch congregation
until she lost faith in the theology and declared herself a Humanist.
She was diagnosed with Myelo-Dysplastic Syndrome (MDS) in 2017 and, as
commonly occurs, this disease progressed into Chronic Myeloid Monocytic
Leukaemia in 2018 and then into Acute Myeloid Leukaemia in January of this
year. Chemotherapy failed to reverse the disease and she died in Leicester
Royal Infirmary surrounded by her family. (Harry Perry)

Secular Society’s New President

Nick Matthews

Although Nick lives in Rugby, he has been a
member of Leicester Secular Society for many years.
He has served as a director and has been chair of the
L.S.S. board. Nick sees himself as an Evangelist for
co-operative and mutual enterprise and not so long
ago gave a lecture on the Co-op movement to the
Society.
He is a member of the Senate at the Co-operative Group and is currently
the chair of Co-operatives UK as well as a director of the Heart of England
Co-operative Society. He teaches in the Coventry University Business
School and is also a member of the Co-operative College and the Co-op
Party. He takes a keen interest in the life of G. J. Holyoake who was both a
pioneer of Secularism and Co-operation. He says: I can’t emphasise enough
how impressed I am with Holyoake the greatest Brummie of all time! We have to
thank him for other things as he campaigned for the secret ballot and no tax in
knowledge (still no vat in books and newspapers). Nick was elected as acting
president by the L.S.S. Board in the absence of a candidate at the A.G.M.

The Leicester Secular Society is not
registered as a charity. As a result it
sometimes pays tax on its income
from property. If it were a charity it
would be exempt and would also
receive other benefits. If the Secular
Society were to register as a charity
with the ‘promotion of Secularism’
as a primary objective, it is very
likely that it would be refused.
This seems totally unjust when so
many charities have the promotion
of religion as their main objective.
Since it is unlawful to discriminate
on grounds of religion and belief,
you would think that the Society
has a case in law under the
Equalities Act 2010.
However, it seems that that a claim
of discrimination on the grounds of
religion/belief would probably be
rejected. One reason is that unlike
humanism, secularism is more of a
political principle than a
philosophical world view, and
charities cannot have a political
purpose.
It is also argued that the
'advancement of religion' does not
include non-religious beliefs. For
this reason Humanists UK is a
registered charity under 'human
rights, religious or racial harmony
and diversity', and 'other charitable
purposes'.
This situation is very unfair and
that is why it is better to scrap the
'advancement of religion' as a
charitable purpose. Otherwise you
would need to convince the Charity
Commissioners that secularism
qualifies as a religion.
This would help to make sure all
charities, religious and nonreligious, are providing a genuine
public benefit.

Leicester Secularist
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Eleanor Marx at the Secular Hall
In the summer of 1897, engineering
workers went on strike in London in
an attempt to gain a 48 hour working
week. The newly formed
Engineering Employers' Federation
responded by locking out every
worker who belonged to the union.
One of the Leicester factories which
took part in the lockout was run by
the President of the Secular Society,
Sydney Gimson. In a letter to its
workers, the firm acknowledged that
whilst none of its workers had gone
on strike, union members were
nevertheless contributing to union
funds and therefore supporting the
strike. The letter claimed that a 48
hours week would add to Gimson's
costs and put the firm at a
competitive disadvantage. The firm
refused to allow any union member
into work. It was reported that
although only about 25% of
Gimson's workforce were in the
Union, the rest went on strike in
sympathy with those locked out.

Sydney Gimson's family after the
Sunday lecture and return on
Monday. So we had the socialist
daughter of Karl Marx, who was
working for the A.S.E., staying with a
member of the Engineering
Employers Federation in the middle
of a lock-out. This rather
e m b a r r a s s i n g e n c o u n t e r wa s
reported by a correspondent of the
socialist newspaper Justice:

Eleanor Marx known to her family as
Tussy, was the English-born youngest
daughter of Karl Marx. She was
herself a socialist activist who
sometimes worked as a literary
translator. Below: the Gimson Works
on Vulcan Road.

This heavy handed response by the
employers resulted in 600 firms
locking out 45,000 union members.
The Amalgamated Society of
Engineers (A.S.E.) had healthy funds
to support those locked out, but the
employers' action dragged on for
months. Eleanor Marx, using her
foreign contacts and language skills
became the union's 'foreign
correspondent' helping to raise
£28,000 from continental unions.

The Avelings
In November, still in the midst of the
lockout, Eleanor came to Leicester to
give a lecture to the Secular Society
on Christianity, Secularism, and
Socialism. She was billed as Mrs
Aveling and whilst Edward Aveling
was her partner, they were not
married. He had lectured at the
Secular Hall several times and was
described by his brother as an
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'unprincipled windbag'. He was also
draining Eleanor of the money
bequeathed to her by Frederick
Engels. Five months previously,
Aveling had secretly married 22 year
old Eva Frye using a false name. He
had then fallen seriously ill and
moved back in with Eleanor.

The Gimsons

“Our comrade was to stop on Sunday
night (and did) with the secretary of the
society, Mr. Sidney Gimson - and
personally he and his wife are very
charming people. But Mr. Gimson is an
out-and-out member of the (employers')
Federation. Moreover, Mr. Gimson was
to take the chair at the lecture. This looked
rather awkward, but it afforded our
lecturer just the text she needed - that
Secularist or Christian the class struggle
remained the same and she 'went for that
employer as if he'd been a heathen
Chinese, explaining, of course, that
Socialists attack the class and not the
individual, who is merely the outcome of
his class, and so that, unpleasant as is it
was to speak so of a kindly and courteous
gentleman, her host, she would feel it
cowardice not to say because he was in the
chair what she would have said if an
engineer had been in that position.
There was an immensely lively and long
discussion, and Mr. Gimson tried to put
the case of the Federation. But although
Gimson is immensely popular (even with
his own locked-out men, for he is honest,
and, as his hard work for Secularism
shows, no ordinary middles class man)
the audience was with the workers, and
nothing was more applauded than the
contrast between the employers'
international, backed by the German
Emperor and German police, and the
international of the workers. I should, in
justice to Gimson, say that he took it all in
the kindliest and best humoured way.

It was customary for lecturers from I am convinced that Leicester can be made
outside Leicester to stay with

Anthony Matthew

Continued from overleaf
a Socialist stronghold. But Leicester is
also a Secularist stronghold, and so all
the silly sentimentalisms about 'Christ'
as the founder of Socialism and so on
must be carefully avoided.”
In 1932 Gimson, not surprisingly,
could not remember the content of
Eleanor's lecture 'except that:
“..to her Freethought was at least as
important as Socialism, but I well
remember her as a very lovable woman.
She stayed with us and, the second time
in particular, we felt that we were getting
very friendly and both my wife and I
looked forward to a growth of the
friendship ...”

Circular Reasoning:
The Rise of Flat Earth Belief

By January 1898, with funds running
low the A.S.E. admitted defeat and
agreed to the employers' terms. This
came as a bitter blow to Eleanor who Michael Marshall is project director
believed that the lock-out was of for the Good Thinking Society
huge political significance.
(https://goodthinkingsociety.org)
which was founded in 2014 with
Tragedy
Simon Singh, the science writer, as its
After spending months nursing
chairman. The Good Thinking
Aveling back to health from kidney
Society has investigated the claims of
disease, Eleanor then found out
several varieties of alternative
about his secret marriage. It seems
medicine and exposed faith healers.
that Eleanor hid her despair. On 31
Michael was also a co-founder of
March 1898, Eleanor sent the maid to
Merseyside Skeptics Society in 2009.
the local chemist with a note asking
His podcast Be Reasonable attempts
for chloroform and a small quantity
to understand other world views
of cyanide for her dog. On receiving
rather than simply to dismiss them.
the package, Eleanor signed a receipt
The Zetetic Society
for the poisons, sending the maid
back to the chemists to return the I n 1 8 3 8 S a m u e l R o w b o t h a m
receipt book. Eleanor then retired to attempted to measure the curvature
her room, wrote two suicide notes, of the earth on the Bedford canal and
undressed, got into bed, and argued from the fact that a boat on
the canal some miles away was
swallowed the poison.
visible that the surface of the water
Aveling died four months later and
could not be curved. In 1881 he wrote
despite his prominence, no
a pamphlet Zetetic Astronomy: the
representatives of the Socialist
Earth is not a Globe which argued
movements were present at the
that the earth was a disc centred on
funeral due to the widely held belief
the north pole while Antarctica
that he was responsible for Eleanor 's
formed a wall of ice round the edge.
death.
In 1884 the Universal Zetetic Society
Sources: Leicester Chronicle 17 July 1897,
was
founded by Lady Blount but in
Leicester Journal 1 October 1897, Justice. 20
November 1897, Yvonne Kapp: Eleanor Marx, the early 20th century that declined,
The Crowded Years, 1976, Sydney A. Gimson,
Random Recollections of the Leicester Secular perhaps because of the influence of
air travel. It was refounded in 1956
Society, 1932

by Samuel Shenton and after he died
in 1971 Charles K Johnson formed the
Flat Earth Research Society of
America. He was an evangelical
preacher and relied partly on biblical
arguments, unlike Shenton. A fire in
1 9 9 7 d e s t r o ye d t h e s o c i e t y ' s
membership records, a severe
setback until it was revived in 2004 by
Daniel Shenton (no relative of
Samuel).
Rival Flat Earth Theories
Some members of the society had
joined for the fun of seeing how far
they could defend the flat earth
theory and refute arguments for a
spherical earth without necessarily
being believers but may nevertheless
have convinced some others! There is
more than one flat earth theory, with
one variant that the earth disc is set in
an infinite plane, which raises the
possibility of similar discs elsewhere
and that they might be inhabited by
aliens.
Another variant is that the disc is
covered by a dome on to which the
stars are painted or projected as in a
planetarium, while the sun and moon
are objects just a short way beyond

continued overleaf
Leicester Secularist
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The Rise of Flat Earth Thinking (continued)
which he later confessed.
More Conspiracy Theories
Flat-earthers often claim to follow
the austere sceptical principle of
never trusting any proposition that
one has not confirmed oneself, but
nevertheless make an exception for
selective passages in the Bible – or
videos on You Tube, while NASA
photographs of the earth are
dismissed as fakes. They tend to
believe in a wide variety of other
Michael Marshall project director for conspiracy theories too.
the Good Thinking Society.
At a flat earth convention in
(https://goodthinkingsociety.org)
Birmingham in 2018, Iru Landucci
the dome. Mark Sargent, a believer in from Argentina devoted much of his
various conspiracy theories, argued talks to arguing the the UN was a
in 2014 that he could not disprove the front for a secret one world order,
flat earth theory and so believed it. that dinosaurs never existed because
According to him the US and USSR the world is only a few thousand
both discovered the ice wall round years old and that the Protocols of
Antarctica and this led them to end the Elders of Zion show that Jews
the cold war, while since then they and Jesuits control the world. None
have fired rockets up to determine of this was challenged by the
audience. Michael Marshall
the height of the dome.
interviewed a number of them
Conspiracy Theories
asking a series of questions which
In 2013 Eric Dubay published 200
indicated that flat-earth belief
Proofs Earth is not a Spinning Ball
amounted to a cult. Darren Nesbit,
which has been translated into
another flat-earther, argues that the
twenty languages, followed by a
9/11 attack was an inside job and that
video in 2016. Some of these proofs
the moon landings were faked, and
are very naïve, for example the idea
yet somehow the huge number of
that a helicopter could quickly
people involved in such conspiracies
transport someone a great distance if
have not had one contributor who
the earth were spinning by rising
has confessed and shown how it
into the air, letting the earth spin
worked. (Perhaps that just shows
beneath it, and then descending –
how good the conspiracy is.)
which evidently does not work.
Unshakeable belief
Other arguments derive from the
Belief in a flat earth has the appeal of
Bible, for example the fact the
of being special knowledge which
epitaph of the rocket scientist
most of the world does not possess,
Wernher von Braun quotes Psalms
supported by the argument that its
19.1 which refers to the firmament,
opponents trust experts who might
conceived as a dome over the earth.
all be part of a conspiracy to deceive
Hence, say the flat-earthers, von
them – which cannot be refuted
Braun was a party to the vast
without relying on other experts. It
conspiracy of
air pilots,
shows the power of rhetoric as
astronomers, cartographers,
opposed to expertise, transmitted
astronauts, school teachers and
via You Tube. A frontal attack is not
governments hiding the truth of
going to change this belief.
their theory from the public, to
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What do the
British think
about religion?
• The UK is the sixth least
religious country in the world.
• 53% of British people have
‘no religion’. The figure has
risen from 48% since 2015.
• 70% of 16- to 29-year-olds in
the UK say they have no
religion and 59% say they
never attend a religious
service.
• 68% of Britons say that
religion is “not important” to
their own life.
• Just 23% of Britons under 65
say religion defines them
personally.
• 90% of adults in England do
no religious activity at all on
Sunday, more than 95% do
none on Saturday, Fridays or
Wednesdays. 98% do none on
Thursdays, Tuesdays or
Monday.
• Under-40s in Britain are
nearly twice as likely to be
non-religious than Christian.
• 75% of Britons have never
been influenced by a religious
leader.
• 53% agree that the place of
religion in our society is too
important in the UK.
• More than 60% of Brits
under 65 say religion does
more harm than good, with no
evidence linking this to
religious intolerance.
source: WIN/Gallup international, which
questioned 64,000 people in 65 different
countries)

Barry Duke, from The Freethinker

USA: ‘NO RELIGION’ AT AN ALL TIME HIGH
A new survey shows that ‘noreligion’ is at an all time high in
America
Given that President Trump, with
the help of shuffling hordes of
theocracy-demanding evangelical
zombies, is relentlessly driving the
conservative Christian agenda
forward in America, you’d think that
religion would be on the rise.
But it isn’t. In fact the opposite is true.
According to a new survey, 23.1
percent of Americans say they have
no religion – the highest number
ever recorded.

Reproduced with permission from Peter Schrank, (the Economist)

Conducted by Ryan Burge, a
political scientist at Eastern Illinois
University and a Baptist pastor, the
survey indicated that there are more
non-religious people than Catholics
(23 %) and evangelicals. (22.5%).
However, the three groups remain
within the margin of error of each
other, making it a statistical tie. Over
2,000 people were interviewed in
person for the survey.
“Religious nones”, as they are called
by researchers, are a diverse group
made up of atheists, agnostics, the
“spiritual”, and those who have not
specified a particular religion. A
rejection of organised religion is the
common thread they share. Burge
said:
It is the first time we have seen this. The
same questions have been asked for 44
years. The meteoric rise of religious
nones began in the early 1990s and has
grown 266 percent since 1991, he said.
And he estimates that “No religion”
will be the largest group outright in
four to six years.

Why is this happening?
One reason could be the Internet,
says Nick Fish, above, President of
American Atheists. It provides a
place for non-believers to find each
other.

The states where atheists are prohibited from holding office are Texas, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and
Maryland. These are shown in green. (map Yusoof Monawvil)

The ease of access to the Internet according to a Pew study.
helped build communities where Over Representation
they didn’t feel alone.
Christians as a whole – and especially
Robyn Blumner, Executive Director Protestants and Catholics – are still
of the Richard Dawkins Foundation over-represented in proportion to
for Reason & Science, sees the their share in the general public.
change as a generational trend
The Congressional Freethought
driven by millennials. She says:
Caucus’s ten
members try to
We are seeing the rise of a generation of represent non-theist interests while
Americans who are hungry for facts and protecting the secular character of
curious about the world.
government.
Whatever the causes, the non- Says the co-chair and founder,
religious represent a growing Representative Jared Huffman of
constituency. Yet this demographic California:
is greatly underrepresented in
This growing group of Americans can
Washington’s halls of power. There is
feel like there is at least some people in
not a single open atheist amid the
Congress who believe they matter.
most diverse Congress in history,

Leicester Secularist
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PHILANTHROPY CAPITALISM
Bill Gates had wealth of £59½ billion
in 2014 and it is increasing. He gave
grants of £3 billion between 2000 and
2014 mostly in America. Most of his
money comes from Microsoft where
he is described as bullish and has
been involved in blacklisting his
workers and journalists. Microsoft
was fined for abusing European
monopoly rights. In 2014 alone
Microsoft had 3,780 patents. Bill
Gates evades some tax off-shore.
The Gates Foundation set up by Bill
and Melinda Gates is best known for
its vaccination programmes in India
and Africa (The Gates Foundation
operates in 100 countries) against
polio and malaria. This has had an
effect but has been criticised for its
narrow approach to health. Less
known are their unregulated trials
on impoverished girls in remote
areas of India where deaths were
involved. The Gates Foundation has
since been aggressively pursuing
medical trials in Africa.
The Gates are active advocates of
TRIPS Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property which have
made vast windfalls for American
corporations and caused problems
for the poor. Gates lobbied against
cheap drugs for HIV in South Africa
and cheaper drugs for people in poor
countries. He is strong supporter of
patents.
Gates partnered with Rockefeller
and has shares in Goldman Sachs.
The three planned a Green
Revolution in Africa. The Green
Revolution in India introduced
industrial agriculture and led to
destitution and suicide of small local
farmers. Bill Gates used to have
shares in Monsanto and continues to
work closely with them. He has
introduced GM seeds and bananas to
Africa. Farmers buy GM seeds every
year instead of using seeds from
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their plants. This leads to debt and
poverty. GM crops have been found
to lead to cancer and other severe
illnesses and have been banned in
France as a result.
The Gates Foundation gave a grant
of £19½ billion to Vodafone to extend
mobile phones in Africa thus saving
8.3% in tax relief in the name of
charity. For-profit organisations
granted include Ogilvy and ABC
news owned by Disney. Vodafone
paid no tax in the UK for 3years and
could afford its own costs.
The Foundation previously had
shares in Coca Cola and remain
heavily invested in the business
via their shares in Berkshire
Hathaway. They have championed
Coca Cola as a partner in health.
Coca Cola expanded in Africa and
refused to reduce its sugar. Western
diseases obesity, strokes, heart
attacks and cancer are the biggest
killers in Africa. A grant of nearly £6
million dollars was given by the
Gates Foundation to Technoserve a
non -profit organisation with
participants Cargill, Nestle
Expresso, Kraft and Unilever to
grow fruit for Coca Cola.
Coca Cola's subsidiaries were
associated with intimidation and
murders of trade unionists in
Columbia. Nestle has been involved
in violent strike breaking in South
America. There is a history of similar
deaths of Carnegie's strikers in 1899
Carnegie was a philanthropy
capitalist and he held one or two
progressive views.
Melinda and Bill Gates also own
private schools in America. They
supported the implementation of
tests with the emphasis on
mathematics and English to the
detriment of other subjects. If their
pupils fail the teachers are sacked. At
least one dedicated teacher

Melinda and Bill Gates during their visit
to the Oslo Opera House in June 2009.
(Kjetil Ree, Wikipaedia)
committed suicide as a result. They
also set up an on -line education
system. Many pupils are said to be
non-existent and the system
ineffective.
In 2010 the Gates Foundation was the
biggest donor to HARSHAP
Harnessing Non -Stake Actors for
Better Health to address
“government and or market failures
that prevent non state actors from
fulfilling their potential in health
systems” I. e to introduce and
promote private health care in
developing countries and use people
as commodities.
The Gates Foundation is totally
unaccountable. HARSHAP is based
in UK what are its interests here?
Writing in the BMJ, Clive Peedell
(co-chairman of the NHS Consultants
Association found "evidence that
privatisation is an inevitable
consequence of many of the policies
contained in the Health and Social
Care Bill 2012."
Philanthropy capitalism is big
business in America and inter linked.
Another player is Peter Thiel owner
of PayPal, chair of the right -wing Tea
Party. He collected intelligence for US
defence. Is philanthropy what we
want?

Leicester
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THE LITTLE ORANGE BOOK
Learning about abuse from the voice of the child

Dr Claire Paterson-Young from the
University of Northampton gave the
talk to mark International Women's
Day 2019. Her subject was the book
she co-authored with friend and
colleague Jessica Eaton. In it, poems
written by a sexually abused child are
discussed for what they reveal about
the experience, the psychological
effects and coping mechanisms.

abusive relationships.. Neither are
music videos with songs that discuss
harming women or showing violent
content. She was not advocating not
watching Disney movies, but
ensuring adults watch them with
young children and debunk these
messages.
Coping

Chapter 2 is 'Uncertainty, self-esteem
and identity', with an extract from the
poem Wot I Want. The child struggled
to understand her identity. Her abuser
convinced her that her parents were
no good, that she was no good to
anyone. Chapter 3 'Coping
Mechanisms' has an extract from R U
Love. Often we think of the use of
drugs and alcohol as a coping
Important Questions
from the National
Secular
Society
mechanism.
The child
was introduced
This subject was hard to listen to, but
posed important questions such as to drugs and alcohol by her abuser,
how we can safely and ethically but displayed positive coping
support the child to acknowledge the mechanism like trying hard at school
abuse. How does sexual abuse change to be the best she could.

Claire is a Senior Researcher at
University of Northampton
researching youth justice, sexual
violence and social impact and Jessica
researches the psychology of victim
blaming of women after sexual
v i o l e n c e . S h e h a s a we b s i t e :
www.victimfocus.org.uk

the self-image and body image of the Blame
child?
Another chapter covers Self-criticism,
acknowledgment
and self-efficacy.
The speaker outlined the themes of a
number of chapters, each using a The poem is about victim blaming:
poem to illustrate the subject of the ending 'I'll criticise myself'. The child
chapter. Hence, chapter 1: Romance, only acknowledged her abuse when
love and desire, deals with what love she was aged 18, so the poem 'I know
is, as in 'How do u no uve found tru who you are', was written after she
love?' It expounds on how love and realised. I was shocked to hear that
romance is distorted by society, so that there are limited adult mental health
abused children actually believe that services dedicated to supporting
adults of abuse, so adult survivors of
abuse is love.
abuse have to pay privately for
Disney
counselling.
Most of the poems are about romance
and desire. Only one poem mentions As usual there was an opportunity for
violence. Children, particularly questions and discussion after this
yo u n g wo m e n a n d g i r l s a r e talk. There were some, such as how
conditioned by Disney films such as one deals with stories from sex
Beauty and the Beast, and young teen offenders about what they do to
romance movies like Twilight, to children. Therapists need clinical
think they must be a princess who will supervision to help them cope with
meet and marry her prince. This is not this. But largely I think the audience
an appropriate message, particularly sat in stunned silence trying to
when these movies often portray process what they had learned. A
sobering subject.

“QUOTES”
Priests were raping little boys and
girls, and the men of God who were
responsible for them not only did
nothing; they hid it all. For decades.
Monsignors, auxiliary bishops,
bishops, archbishops, cardinals have
mostly been protected; many have
been promoted.
A grand jury in the US, on the cover-up
of child abuse in the Catholic Church
From the start of his career to his
dying breath, he was cocooned,
chastised and cared for by the
institution in which he had
flourished. Ultimately he was
shamed, but he was not cast out.
Rosemary Goring, reflecting on the
death of Keith O’Brien, the Catholic
cardinal who faced a string of
allegations of sexual abuse
I saw the Vatican up close, and its
resistance, the lack of priority [on
clerical child sex abuse], lack of
transparency, and the absolutely
misleading statements issued. I saw,
close up, how things work in the
[Catholic] Church.
Marie Collins, who resigned from the
pope's commission on child abuse in
disgust in 2017
It doesn't wash because what is
happening is not a personal moral
lapse, to be treated as a sin to
address through penitence and
prayer, but a crime in which the
church has been an accomplice.
The New York Times editorial board, on
the pope's approach to child abuse
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Nahla Mahmoud

SUDAN DESERVES A SECULAR DEMOCRACY
One of the greatest revolutions of our times is
happening in Sudan. Peaceful protestors have taken to
the streets since 19 December 2018, demanding their
rights and the end of Al-Bashir regime. As the protests
enter their third month, over 50 people have been shot,
thousands have been tortured and detained and a state
of emergency has been announced by Al-Bashir's
government.
Alongside Sudan, we are witnessing Venezuela,
Algeria and Haiti protesting against their governments.
Sudan joins in this collective moment in rejecting
authoritarianism, but there is another reason to
celebrate the Sudanese protests: this is a revolution
against Islamists. A political movement which
destroyed lives under the name of religion for centuries
and one which is empowered regionally by its rich oil
exporting countries and internationally by its
politically influential western allies.

Nahla Mahmoud is a Sudanese-born British writer, exMuslim, secularist, environmentalist, human rights
activist and spokesperson for the Council of Ex-Muslims
of Britain. She fled to the United Kingdom in 2010

From the far east's Iranian regime, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Indonesia to the Middle
Eastern and North African Qatar, Bahrain, UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Yemen, Iraq, Syria, Mauritania, Nigeria, Egypt
and Sudan - the Islamists have been mobilising since
the 1940s and were well in power by the early 1980s.
They appeared under different names and structures.
Sometimes they worked against each other, but always
kept the mantra: destruction of enlightenment
institutions, restriction of rights and control through
violence.
Similarly in Sudan, the Islamic movement has taken
different names and phases. Starting in the 1940s as the
Muslim Brotherhood movement within universities, it
gained momentum and formed the Islamic Charter
Front. Islamists joined forces with the Numairy regime
which came to power in 1969, eventually introducing
sharia laws in the mid 1980s. Next, they formed the
National Islamic Front and participated in the 1986
elections. But since the 1989 military coup, Islamists
have dominated the Sudanese political scene as the
National Congress Party (with a few changes in
between).
While the names and configurations have changed,
Sudan's Islamist movement has shifted its goals. It went
from being jihad-focused in the early 1990s to adopting
an openly fraudulent gangster-style in the 2000s.
Throughout, political leaders have consolidated their
ideology (Tamkeen). They took over the educational,
financial and the judicial systems and dismantled
unions and public services. They waged war in every
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This photo of 22-year-old architecture student Alaa Salah
standing above the crowd atop a car, pointing to the sky and
dressed in white, has become a symbol of hope for many
women and girls in Sudan, a country known for state
repression of women's rights. (Lana H. Haroun)
direction and stripped the country of its assets through
privatisation.
And yet the UK and other western governments which
profess to believe in democracy are propping up AlBashir's regime diplomatically, financially and
militarily.
Al-Bashir and his allies have destroyed Sudanese
democracy. The protesters in Sudan understand this
well. We must fight for our democracy, but it is
imperative that Sudan's future (continued opposite)

Ned Newitt

Another 5 or 6 Faith Secondary Schools for Leicester?
Last November applications were
made for eight secondary free
schools in Leicester. Five or six of
them are faith schools. If they are
approved it would bring the number
of free secondary schools in Leicester
to eleven. It is suggested that it could
result in overcapacity.

student will ever have to attend religious
ceremonies that they do not wish to. The
trust already runs three other
secondary schools elsewhere in the
country. Keith Vaz M.P. has given his
support to the Kalsa Acadamy :

their increasing number suggests
that any possible negative effects will
be ignored.

Castle Mead Academy and Leicester
Metropolitan Academy are in the
pipeline. Avanti Fields, a school with
“I support your application as the a H i n d u e t h o s , o p e n e d l a s t
children will be passing through a very September on a temporary site.
important phase of their education and The Applications
need the very best possible support. Your The eight applications are:
track record has shown that the Khalsa ŸAvanti Green, all-through, no faith
Trust Schools are performing very well
designation
and feel that your efforts will make a ŸAvanti Leicester, all-through,
great contribution to our children in
designated Hindu
Leicester.”
ŸBeauchamp City Free School,

Faith based
Five of the proposed schools are
faith-based: one Hindu, two Sikh
and two Muslim. One, Avanti Green,
is designated as ‘no faith’ but its
name suggests it would be run by the
Avanti trust which operates existing
Hindu schools in London and Increased segregation
secondary, no faith designation
Leicester.
If all eight are approved, there is no ŸBrook Mead Academy, secondary,
no faith designation
The Tree Academy Trust already doubt that religious and community
runs the Madani Boys and Madani segregation in Leicester will ŸFalcons Academy, secondary,
designated Sikhism
Girls schools. It proposes to open increase. This will be fuelled as
two 600 place single gender parents move into the faith schools’ ŸThe Khalsa Academy, secondary,
designated Sikhism
secondary schools offering “high catchment areas exacerbating the
quality education with Islamic voluntary apartheid that is already ŸTree Academy Boys, secondary,
designated Islam
apparent in many cities. This is seen
values.”
Khalsa school backed by Keith Vaz as a real threat to community ŸTree Academy Girls, secondary,
designated Islam
The Sikh Khalsa Trust website says cohesion in the City. Unfortunately,
that: We are a Sikh faith school, but no it would seem that the DfE’s desire to Source: Janet Downs, Local Schools
open free schools and boast about Network

SUDAN DESERVES A SECULAR DEMOCRACY (continued)
government be secular.The word itself has been
criminalised in Sudan as blasphemy for decades and it is
time to dust off the shame. We need not only democracy,
but a secular democracy to secure civil rights regardless of
mainstream culture, religion, status and privileged
characteristics.
Some opposition leaders believe that the bigger the
opposition, the better, because it will lead to the end of AlBashir's dictatorship. But this is short-sighted: without a
clear stand on rights and the role of religion in state, some
strategic partners at this stage can compromise our vision
of a civil and democratic Sudan. We need a secular
constitution that makes clear that religion is separate from
the state. Secular democracy means that we can battle out
our disagreements in a space where nothing is blasphemy
and where we can express our different political opinions
and ideologies openly and safely. We must have these
discussions now as we battle for equal civil rights.
It is clear that we have a long way to go in Sudan. We need

to challenge the deeply conservative and patriarchal
culture for the rights of women, LGBT and religious
and non-religious minorities. The Sudanese
opposition believes we should put our rights on hold
until the current regime has been toppled. Even the
progressives are afraid of conversations about
minority rights and freedoms, fearing it will split the
'opposition front' or offend the religious majority. But
there is never the perfect time for these discussions
and never the right moment to tolerate dissent. To
model what it means to build an inclusive secular
democracy, we should start by making the opposition
an inclusive secular protest movement.
So, to the brave Sudanese who we lost along the way:
we will hold you dear in our hearts. To the
courageous protesters on the streets and in detention:
we salute you and send our support and love.
Let the Sudan we hope for be a free, just and peaceful
Sudan with a secular democracy and civil rights for
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Religious Charities in Leicester
There are 522 local charities in
Leicestershire of which 157 are
religious ones. They are listed
opposite. National
religious
charities, like The Society For
Promoting Christian Knowledge or
the Catholic Truth Society are not
included in this list. Of those 157
local religious charities, 123 (78%)
have 'the advancement of religion'
as a charitable objective. (shown on
bold) In many cases this is the
charity's sole objective whilst for
others it is one objective amongst
several.
The Real Cost of Religous Charities
Figures from the Charity
Commission show that the total
income to religious charities in
Leicestershire was £28.2m and their
total expenditure was £26.1m. By
religion this is: Christian: £20.2m,
Muslim: £5.7m, Sikh: £1.6m,
Hindhu: £1.5m. The Buddists, Jews,
Bahá'í and Spiritualists are all small
fry by comparison.
The income to charities will include
amounts paid to them via gift aid,
(25p in the £1) which comes from the
taxpayer. The figures from the
Charity Commission do not show
the split between income from
donations and that from

investments or property, so it is
difficult to estimate how much of
that income comes via gift aid from
the tax payer. If you assume that all
the charities’ income comes from
donations and gift aid was claimed,
then the state would be contributing
£5m per annum to these local
religious groups. This figure does
not include the subsidy coming via
the reduction in business rate for
those charities with premises.
Gift Aid: A State Subsidy for Sects
What is clear from this survey is that
money from the non religious tax
payer is being used to subside a
myriad of local religions and sects to
advance their particular beliefs.
Many of these charities do not invest
their donations into helping wider
society, but focus their funds either
on self-promotion or inward on
themselves. They exist to promote
one thing only: the religion itself.
Their efforts are concentrated solely
on producing evangelistic material,
funding preachers, indoctrinating
children and converting members of
the public.

cases, these religious charities fail to
provide any measurable public
benefit. In some instances they
actually cause more harm than good.
The extent of this harm can vary from
activities that cause widespread
criticism and controversy (such as
promoting extremism, nontherapeutic infant circumcision,
religious tribunals and 'gay
conversion therapy').

The effect of religious educational
charities warrants a further study.
However It should be noted that
Hanzalah Patel and Safwaan
Mansur, who attended Darul Uloom
Muslim boys' boarding school (a
charity) were recently found guilty of
plotting to travel to Syria to join Isis.
This was the school that was ordered
to close by the Government for
failing to prepare its pupils for life in
"modern British society.”
Public Benefit

In a period of austerity, many
charities do what they can to provide
a safety net for people in need. When
you look at the charities on the page
opposite, you may ask how many of
these are of public benefit? You may
More Harm than Good
also ask: how many are pointless,
Among these are groups who reject how many are just awful and how
evolution and others who forbid the many of these should be subsidised
'intermingling' of the sexes. In most from public funds?

NSS Refers Islamic Charities Promoting Extremism To Regulator
The National Secular Society has written to the Charity
Commission to highlight three Islamic charities which
have been linked to extremist content.
The NSS submitted a dossier of evidence showing that the
charities were linking to content endorsing marital rape
and execution for homosexuality and 'apostasy' on their
websites. The charities are: IslamBradford, Bolton Central
Islamic Society, and The Preston Muslim Cultural Centre.
The Charity Commission told the NSS that they plan to
"seek explanations to the concerns as raised."
IslamBradford, which runs a mosque and madrasah
(Islamic supplementary school), linked to a website called
'Islam Question & Answer' on its ' Resources' page.
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The latter website says men who have sex with other men
are "to be executed" and calls homosexuality "a great and
abhorrent evil" which is "off-putting to those of sound
human nature."
It adds that the "need" for women to cover themselves in
front of a gay man "is even more emphasised" because he
is an "immoral evildoer".
In answer to the question "What is the punishment for
homosexuality?" Islam Question & Answer says
homosexuality is "one of the greatest of crimes."
It then outlines a number of punishments for
homosexuals, including being "burned with fire," "thrown
down from a high place" and "stoned to death."

and Leicestershire
All Nations Church Leicester
Anstey Heights Jehovah's Witnesses
Apostolic Faith Mission International
Ministry Uk
Leicester Jubilee Assembly
Assemblies Of God Back To God
Association Of Friends Of Leicester
Cathedral
Avenue Community Church Leicester
Bethel Pneuma Tabernacle Church
Bishop Street Methodist Church Leicester
Carley Evangelical Baptist Church
Chaplaincy To The University Of Leicester
Christ Life Ministries (Leicester).
Chroma Church
Church Estate
Corpus Christi Carmelites
Covenant Life Church Leicester
Dr George Gray Memorial Trust
Eyres Monsell Jehovah's Witnesses
Futures Unlocked
God's Will Christian Ministries
Greek Orthodox Community Of Leicester
Harborough Community Church Trust
Harvest Community Church (Leicester)
Humberstone Jehovah's Witnesses
Jesus The Voice Of Hope Global Ministries
Joy Ministries
King's Church Leicester
Knighton Free Church
Launde Abbey Trust
Leicester Anglican Cursillo
Leicester Aylestone Jehovah's Witnesses
Leicester Belgrave Jehovah's Witnesses
Leicester Cathedral Charitable Trust
Leicester Cathedral Music Foundation
Leicester Chinese Christian Church
Leicester Christadelphian Ecclesia
Leicester Diocesan Guild Of Church Bell
Ringers Restoration Fund
Leicester Glenfield Jehovah's Witnesses
Leicester, Forest East Jehovah's Witnesses
Leicester, Rushey Mead, Jehovah's
Witnesses
Leicester, Spinney Hill Jehovah's Witnesses
Leicester West Methodist Circuit
Lilian May Coleman Second Memorial Fund
Living Word Gospel Ministries (Leicester)
Melbourne Hall Evangelical Free Church
Pilgrim Homes
Potters House Christian Fellowship Church
Praise Prayer And Deliverance Ministries
Reality Youth Project
Redeemed Christian Church Of God
Amazing Grace Parish
Richard Gittins Wall Legacy
Second Genesis
Shackerstone Church Restoration Trust
Siloam Redemption Apostolic Centre
St Philip's Centre
St. George Indian Orthodox Church

St. Mary De Castro Challenge Charitable
Trust
Street Pastors-Leicester City Centre
The Frederick Widdowson FundThe
Leicester And District Organists' Association
Leicester Diocesan Board Of Finance
Leicester Diocesan Guild Of Church Bell
Ringers
The Leicester John Cecil Mitchell Charity
The Melbourne Road Memorial Trust Fund
The Mothers' Union (Diocese Of Leicester)
The Parochial Church Council, Holy Trinity,
Hinckley
The Parochial Church Council, Holy Trinity,
The Parochial Church Council , Saint
Bartholomew, Kirby Muxloe
The Parochial Church Counci, St James The
Greater, Leicester
The Parochial Church Council, St Luke,
Thurnby, Leicester
The Parochial Church Council, St. John The
Baptist, Clarendon Park, Leicester
The Parochial Church Council, St.Mary
Magdalen, Knighton, Leicester
The Parochial Church Council, Church Of
The Martyrs, Leicester
The Sole 2 Soul Foundation
Together Leicester
Trinity Methodist Circuit
Vineyard Church
Western Park Jehovah's Witnesses
Westleigh Christadelphian Church Limited
True Jesus Church (Leicester)
United As One Ministry
Wesleyan Church Local Trust
William Alan North Memorial Trust
The Free School In The Parish Of
Medbourne
Gujarati Arya Association, Leicester
Leicester Shri Murugan (Hindu) Temple
Leuva Patidar Samaj
Maher Community Association
Pushti Nidhi (Uk) Limited
Samanvaya Parivar-Leicester
Shree Limbachia Gnati Mandal Leicester
Shree Wanza Community Leicester
The Leicester Mahajan Trust
Arya Vedic Society Leicester
Hindu Religion Study Group, Leicester
Hindu Religious And Cultural Society
Hindu Sanskar Radio
Shree Damania Machhi Mahajan
Shree Darji Gnati Mandal (S.D.) Leicester
Shree Gurjar Kshatriya Samaj, Leicester Uk
Shree Hanuman Temple
Shree Lohana Mahajan Leicester Cio
Shree Navdurga Association
Shree Prajapati Association Leicester
Shree Ramdevji Maharaj Gat Mandal
Shree Vishwakarma Vainsh Suthar Mandal
Shree Yamuna Mandal Leicester

Shri Guru Ravidass Temple & Community
Centre
Sri Bardai Brahmin Samaj (Leicester) Uk
Leicester Hebrew Congregation
Leicester Progressive Jewish Congregation
Leicester Hebrew Congregational Relief
Fund
Akurana Welfare Association Uk
Al-Aqsa Schools Trust
Alfurqan Community And Cultural
Association
Anjuman-E-Saifee (Leicester)
Baitul Mukarram Mosque Trust
Community Education, Employment &
Development Association (C.E.E.D.A)
Darul Uloom Leicester Trust
Darus Salam Trust
Evington Muslim Education Trust
Federation Of Muslim Organisations
Hamidiya Community Organisation
Hidayah Centre Trust Leicester
Islamic Centre Leicester
Islamic Education Trust (Leicester)
Islamic Waqf Foundation
Jamia Masjid-E-Bilal (Leicester)
Leicester Community Assist
Leicester International School
Leicester Islamic Academy
Leicester Markaz Trust
Light Of Hira
Madrassa Faiz-E-Raza
Madrassatul Noor Leicester
Masjid Al Huda
Masjid Salahuddin
Mombasa Khalifa Welfare Trust (Kenya)
Muhaddith E Azam Mission Leicester
Muslim Khoja Shia Ithna-Asheri
Community Of Leicester
Narborough Road Islamic Centre Leicester
Oadby And Wigston Muslim Association
Oadby Cultural Centre
Raza Centre (Leicester)
Sri Lankan Muslim Foundation Leicester
Sunni Muslim Katchi Association
The Iqra Centre Leicester
The Surati Muslim Khalifa Society
Guru Tegh Bahadur Gurudwara
Leicester Sikh Centre And Guru Amardas
Gurdwara
Mata Khiwi Ji Sikh Seva Society
Punjabi Charitable Society Leicester
Ramgarhia Board
Leicester Progressive Spiritualist Church
Leicester Council Of Faiths Limited
Spiritual Assembly Of The Baha'is
Turning Wheel
Buddhist Temple
The East Midlands Buddhist Association
(source: the Charity Commission)
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Anthony Matthew
chief selector was European. In 1911
the tournament became
quadrangular with Muslims
included and players coming to
Bombay from all over India. Huge
passions were raised with the failings
of the losers examined in the press.
Secularism
The first Indian team to tour England: The Parsi team in 1886. (Qamar Ahmed)

Cricket As Religion
It has been said that in India cricket is
treated as another religion but that
was not the theme of the talk by Dr
Prashant Kidambi. Instead he
described how religious divisions
had shaped the development of
cricket there and how it had affected
relations between religious
communities and their relations
with the British rulers.
Parsis
The Parsis are a relatively small
community in Bombay, descended
from refugees from Persia following
the Muslim conquest and retaining
their Zoroastrian religion. In the
1880s they were more anglicised
than other religious groups and were
the first to take up cricket. Their
ambition was to play against a
European (i.e. British) team and in
1886 their team had its first tour to
England. Their example was
followed by the Hindus who also
formed a team and later the Muslims
too. From the 1890s for 40 years these
teams defined by religion played a
tournament in Bombay which lasted
a week. The tournament became a
political issue as the independence
movement gathered strength
because that advocated a secular
status for India, not one in which
religious affiliation was primary.
(Cricket is much involved in politics
today, a current issue being whether
India should play Pakistan in the
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forthcoming international
tournament.)
Triangular tournament
Playing against Europeans was
regarded as a mark of recognition
and the Parsis as the first to do so had
some status as the champions of
India as against the British rulers.
Initially the Europeans tended to
win the matches but later the Parsis
gained the upper hand and in 1892
they beat a European team. That
affected the view that the British had
of themselves as superior to the
Indians in every way, including
sport. A European businessman
remarked that he would have paid a
lakh of rupees to avoid that defeat.
The honour of playing against
Europeans was not extended to a
Hindu team until 1907. A triangular
tournament was initiated between
the Europeans, Parsis and Hindus,
with the latter two cooperating in
keeping the Muslims out. There was
strong rivalry between Hindus and
Parsis with the prestige of each
community depending on the fate of
their team and often matches were
followed by a minor riot. When the
Hindus beat the Parsis in 1907 that
was celebrated as a great victory.
When a national Indian team was
formed to play England, it was
selected on religious lines with six
Parsis, five Hindus, three Muslims
and a princely Sikh captain. The

Palwankar Baloo (1875-1955) first
played cricket with members of the
British army and showed himself
exceptionally skilled but was not
accepted into the Hindu team
because he was a Dalit, until
advocacy from Europeans overcame
that objection. Even then he had to eat
separately from the rest of the team.
Although the most qualified the
other Hindus would not accept him
as captain. His two younger brothers
later joined the team. In the 1920s
Gandhi started his independence
campaign and regarded the
treatment of Baloo as incompatible
with his secular view of India. All
three brothers resigned from the
team and Baloo retired in 1923,
though later a younger brother
became captain.
Quadrangular tournament
After 1924 there was strong HinduMuslim antagonism in cricket with
the honour of each community at
stake, while European input
declined. From 1930s the
quadrangular tournament was
broadcast on the radio, spreading its
popularity. The policy of Congress
was that religion had no place in
public life; the Bombay Chronicle
was particularly critical, while the
participants claimed they were only
representing existing divisions. In
1937 the tournament became
pentangular, the extra team being
The Rest, including Christians,
Buddhists, Jews and anyone else
otherwise left out. The tournament
was commercially successful but
increasingly controversial. In 1939

Continued from overleaf

THE ART OF THINKING
with philospher Greg Scorzo

These are fun, social, thought provoking ‘talk and discussion’
events. Mondays at the Secular Hall - £3 on the door

Palwankar Baloo (1876-1955) was
India’s first Dalit cricketer. He fought
against caste barriers on the field and
off it.
the devolved regional governments
controlled by Congress resigned in
protest at not being consulted before
the inclusion of India in the world
war. In 1940 there was a strong
campaign against the pentangular
tournament. The Hindu team took
the issue to Gandhi to adjudicate and
he unequivocally declared they
should withdraw, which they
accepted after an emotional general
meeting at the Hindu Gymkhana.
Independence
But for a tournament in 1943, said to
be to raise relief for an earthquake,
that was the end of the series. In 1946
with the British about to leave and
communal carnage breaking out,
communal cricket was too
dangerous to continue.
The full story of the tournament will
appear in a book, 'Cricket Country',
by Dr Kidambi due to be published
by OUP in July.

Monday 29 April 2019 7.30pm
Is it Rational to believe claims
without evidence?
It is often thought in secular circles
that believing claims without
evidence is at least irrational, if not
outright immoral. But are most of our
deepest beliefs, things that we
believe without evidence? What
evidence do we have for instance,
that we can trust our senses? What
evidence do we have that we are
connected to our past selves? What
evidence do we have that moral
claims are true, and such that we are
obligated to abide by them?
Monday 13 May 2019 7.30pm
‘The Personal is Political’
This claim is normally taken to mean
that one can't do things in one's
personal life that conflicts with one's
politics. But it can also be taken to
mean that there should never be a
public or private space in which we
are free from numerous, constant
and overwhelming political
obligations.
This is why some have felt that, in
order to have a free society, there
needs to be a distinction between
the personal and the political.

Should we intimidate & threaten
people into agreeing with us?
Monday 3 June 2019 7.30pm
In this discussion, we will explore the
pros and cons of using our speech to
persuade or threaten / intimidate
people into agreeing with us. At first
g l a n c e , i t m ay a p p e a r t h a t
persuasion is the obvious way to use
speech in order to create positive
changes in society. Yet so much of the
etiquette we have around our social

values is not about persuading, but
intimidating and threatening people
for failing to show solidarity with
those values. This is especially true
over things like the prohibitions
against racist and sexist language.

Monday 17 June 2019 7.30pm
Does environmentalism hurt the
poor?
In this discussion we will be looking at
a claim that many journalists and
political commentators have made
recently: that environmentalist
campaigns are middle class
movements that require sacrifices
primarily made by the poor. Because
environmentalism encourages both
de-industrialisation
and less
consumption.
This movement in the name of saving
the planet, seems to also endanger
the mechanisms that bring prosperity
(and by implication freedom and
prosperity) to those in need. How do
we resolve this conflict?
Monday 1 July 2019 7.30pm
When does a better future justify
violence in the present?
We are often told that the freedoms
and rights of the present are a
product of the violence or civil unrest
of the past. Yet most of us would
never advocate violence or civil
unrest on behalf of the political
projects that we feel passionate
about in the present. Why is this?
What made the political injustices of
the past worthy of violence and civil
unrest, while our current political
squabbles are best suited to polite
political deliberations and the rule of
law? When are political violence or
civil unrest ever justified?
Leicester Secularist
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Secular Society Contacts
All can be reached by post via the
Hall address

NOTRE DAME
GOD TWEETS

President: Nick Matthews
president@Lsec.org.uk

Chairperson: Gillian Lighton
chair@Lsec.org.uk

Membership Secretary/Treasurer
John Catt
Tel: 01509 211468
memsec@Lsec.org.uk

Company Secretary:
Anthony Matthew
secretary@Lsec.org.uk

Hall bookings/maintenance
Mike Burden
Tel: 07722 782727
rooms@Lsec.org.uk

Secularist Editor: Ned Newitt
secularist@Lsec.org.uk

Library and archives
Gillian Lighton
library@Lsec.org.uk

Keyholders:
Mike Burden and Gillian Lighton
Audio-visual kit
Normally held by Mike Burden

Events Coordinator: Gillian Lighton
Leicester Secular Society
Registered Office:
Secular Hall, 75 Humberstone Gate,
Leicester LE1 1WB
Email:
mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Website:
www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Leicester Secular Society is a company
limited by guarantee Reg. No 06292639
Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit
undertaking of Leicester Secular Society.
Please note that the views and proposals
expressed in this journal are not necessarily
those of the Editor or the Board of the Society,
and the Editor, the Society and its officers
accept no liability for views expressed. As the
journal of a Freethought organisation any
member’s views may be published subject to
the usual constraints of avoiding libel,
occasional editing to fit the space available and
intrinsic merit.
The contents may be reproduced at will unless
the item is accompanied by a copyright symbol.
An acknowledgement of the source (for
original material) would be appreciated - with a
link to the Society website.
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Wikimedia Commons

After all the aftermath and
destruction of the Notre Dame fire,
the alter (sic) and cross remained
untouched. Please explain to me
how you don’t believe in God after
seeing this.
Kaylee Crain (Texas)
Here is your homework... take a
small piece of gold and put it in a
metal pan or tray. Place this tray in a
fireplace and light a fire using only
wood as the fuel. Let us know how it
goes.
A wood fire will not get hot enough
to melt gold, or steel. Wood burns at
356ºF. The red embers at the bottom
are about 1500ºF. The air in the
fireplace around,1000ºF. Gold melts
at 1948ºF.
Alternative NOAA
Those bricks are also untouched. I
now believe in bricks. I am now
convinced that bricks are my lord
and saviour.
Mark Hardwicke
Wow, the place burns up and
hundreds of firefighters attend with
hoses, a firefighter gets seriously
injured trying to stop the fire but hey,
God obviously stopped it before it
got to the altar. Imma call BS.
Djinn and Tonic
God apparently prioritising material
wealth over human lives...
Kenny Bloggins
People have asked me how I can see
all the beauty in the world & not
believe God exists but I could never
understand how they can see all the
horror in the world still believe in
God.
Redd Riverside

Alice Roberts, Stephen Fry, Lord
Kenneth Baker, Becky Francis, Revd
Richard Harries, and Alf Dubs are among
183 campaigners opposing proposals to
open 100% religiously selective schools
Letter urges Damian Hinds to stop
opening segregated religious schools
and instead let children from all
religions and beliefs mix together in
inclusive schools
Letter organised by Humanists UK and
the Accord Coalition comes as Catholic,
Church of England, Muslim, Jewish, and
Hindu groups apply to open new
schools.
Humanists UK and the Accord Coalition,
which campaign for an inclusive
education system with no religious
discrimination, have organised the letter
to the Secretary of State for Education
Damian Hinds in response to the UK
Government’s recent launch of a funding
scheme for new voluntary aided schools
in England.
It is estimated that 16% of mainstream
state school places – or 1.2 million in
total – are subject to religious selection.
This is more than the number of places at
private, single-sex, and grammar
schools, or places selected by ability or
aptitude, combined.

